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Experience a safer 
and more open worldIncedoTM Business. Moving people. Together.

The world moves.
Your building 
security should 
move with it



www.assaabloyopeningsolutions.com

 ∙ Incedo gives you superior protection and 
convenience, future-proofed to grow and move 
with your business 
 
 
 

 ∙ Protect your employees, visitors and suppliers 
with absolute, real-time access control over every 
entry point to the building 
 
 
 

 ∙ Enjoy a simple, intuitive interface to quickly issue 
or revoke access permissions 
 
 
 

 ∙ Receive reports of system events: entries, exits, 
lockdowns and more 
 
 
 

 ∙ Scale the system as your business grows, adding 
new entry points, buildings and software features

Introducing 
IncedoTM Business

The way we move keeps changing — as does the 
way we use today’s smarter buildings. People 
demand different access times and entry points.

Security requirements change day to day, locking 
down some areas while opening others. Ours is an 
age of continuous, evolving restlessness. Access 
control makes this movement of people possible, 
so your systems must move with it.

As an organisation, you need a single, all-
encompassing platform to deliver connectivity, 
convenience and simplicity. 

This is where Incedo comes in: an ecosystem 
combining ASSA ABLOY’s world-leading range 
of access hardware and security solutions with 
flexible software and multiple management 
options. Incedo user interfaces are friendly, flexible, 
and easily updated to meet the changing needs of 
your business.

Incedo delivers the integration and connectivity 
your business demands, providing secure access 
points and advanced identification technology. 
It makes life easier and work more efficient for 
everyone, from installers to end users. 

Incedo Business works for any building, leaving you 
free to focus on growing your business. It makes 
sure your employees, customers and goods are 
where they need to be.

Moving people. Together.

Incedo Business 
The access control you demand,  
the flexibility you need
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 ∙ *Manage everything on your smart device. For 
Lite and Cloud, you don’t even need a dedicated 
computer 
 
 
 

 ∙ *Control access remotely, no matter where you 
are. Need to open a door for an urgent delivery? 
No problem. Travelling when you need to lock 
down a building immediately. Done 
 
 
 

 ∙ Staff open all the doors they need with a single 
smart credential, such as their own mobile phone 
 
 
 

 ∙ This intuitive system is simple and comfortable to 
use. It offers the security your employees need to 
concentrate on business 
 
 
 

 ∙ In case of forgotten credentials, a new key can be 
programmed instantly, from anywhere

 ∙ *There are many opportunities to integrate with 
third-party hardware, for even more flexibility 
 
 
 

 ∙ Replacing lost or stolen credentials is easy. Just 
delete them from the system and create a new one 
 
 
 

 ∙ Your employees move swiftly and securely 
through the building. Whether in an office, 
school or hospital, they feel safe knowing their 
workplace is protected 
 
 
 

 ∙ Flexible upgrades and total scalability of 
management options and hardware slash the 
total cost of ownership

*Some features only 
available with Plus and 
Cloud management
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Incedo offers the flexibility to scale your 
system up and down anytime 
At low cost and with minimum effort

Key
Already available
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Select from a wide range of Incedo-enabled 
security and access control hardware
Flexibility is key when you configure your Incedo system

If your business grows or its security needs change, 
Incedo adapts with you. You have total flexibility 
to choose different software or hardware to meet 
your new requirements. 

Controllers
The heart of your installation connects readers, 
wireless door locks and other devices to the central 
Incedo system. The Controllers keep everything and 
everyone moving with maximum efficiency.

With Incedo, you choose the devices you want 
from ASSA ABLOY’s world-leading portfolio of 
access hardware and security solutions. All new 
ASSA ABLOY electronic and electro-mechanical 
devices will be Incedo-enabled from launch; 
Incedo-enabled hardware from carefully chosen 
third parties will be available.

The modular platform based Incedo ecosystem 
will evolve and grow — with new hardware, user 
interfaces and tailored software features. With a 
totally flexible choice from a growing portfolio 
of products and applications, you have peace of 
mind today and are equipped to meet the security 
challenges of tomorrow.

You can upgrade or downgrade your hardware 
seamlessly and anytime

Incedo is a completely flexible, modular platform. Simply select the most appropriate devices for your 
access points, from a growing range of Incedo-enabled hardware. Add the most suitable management 
system for your needs. Then manage it all seamlessly with your Incedo Graphic User Interface.

There is no need to retrain employees or replace 
software. Incedo gives you the flexibility to 
upgrade to the latest building technologies and 
solutions, whenever you choose.

Credentials
Our range of convenient credentials have 
intelligence and security built-in. Cards and 
tokens offer broad RFID compatibility. Encrypted 
mobile keys enable users to open doors with their 
smartphone.

Programmers
Keep everyone’s credentials up to date with a 
range of convenient programmers and updaters. 
With the correct access rights, everyone keeps 
moving easily and securely.

Readers 
Choose from a variety of Incedo-enabled wired 
and battery-powered readers. You can mix and 
match readers to meet the exact requirements of 
your business and building.

The examples shown are 
the availble controllers 
and wired readers, 
and below the range 
of wireless door locks 
which can be operated 
with either card or 
mobile key

At launch you can 
already select the 
most suitable option 
from a growing range 
of Incedo-enabled 
security and access 
control hardware
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Select your system management;
Lite, Plus or Cloud
3 options, 1 goal: Making your life easier with seamless 
upgrades or downgrades anytime

Incedo Business provides the user-friendly interface 
for managing your access control platform. You have 
a choice of system management options — Lite, Plus 
and Cloud — to administer Incedo-enabled hardware 
in a way that best suits your business’ needs.

You can switch between Lite, Plus and Cloud system 
management whenever you choose. With Incedo, 
total flexibility is guaranteed — today and in the future.

Incedo Lite
The quickest and simplest way to revolutionise how 
you monitor and manage access control on site.

Key benefits:
 ∙ A feature-rich, single online platform solution
 ∙ Embedded within your system
 ∙ No need for a dedicated PC
 ∙ Easy to set up, quick to upgrade
 ∙ Control up to 32 doors
 ∙ Access for up to 1,000 people
 ∙ Online readers
 ∙ Auto ID of hardware

When your business grows, your security and control 
needs grow, too. Upgrade your Incedo system to Plus 
or Cloud to enjoy more features and benefits.

Incedo Plus
Step up from Lite 
with enhanced access 
control features to 
manage multiple 
sites and integrate 
third-party hardware 
and smart building 
solutions. 

Incedo Cloud
Step up from Plus to 
control all sites via the 
cloud and access your 
system 24/7 from any 
smart device.

Launch dates for Plus 
and Cloud versions vary 
by region

You can change your 
system management 
seamlessly anytime
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Scalable at any time
A future-proofed investment which gives you total flexibility

 ∙ Do you want to change the credentials you issue 
to users or offer intelligent key credentials?  
You can deploy Incedo smart keys straight away, 
without any hassle. These keys operate digital 
locking cylinders within the Incedo ecosystem. 
They also house the technology to unlock doors 
via wired or wireless readers.  

 ∙ Do you want to add new software functions 
tailored to your sector?   
Incedo Business software powers security for any 
business, and works for small and large premises. 
The Incedo ecosystem will also grow by adding 
smart user interfaces with solutions optimised 
for small and medium sized hotels; education;  
healthcare facilities; and more. When these 
solutions launch, you can seamlessly migrate.

The security challenges of our world never stand still 
– but connecting software and hardware within one 
future-proof platform makes it easier to meet them. 

Incedo is built to evolve and grow, but you can 
leverage your investment from day one. Incedo 
offers completely flexible migration within the 
ecosystem. Both software and hardware are fully 
scalable, to meet your needs today and in the 
future. Incedo is fully future-proofed.

Your Incedo system has unlimited flexibility: scale 
up or down, upgrade or add new devices and 
software whenever you choose. You are in total 
control.

How could Incedo move with you?  
Some examples:
 ∙ Do you want to change how you manage Incedo?  
If you want to upgrade from Incedo Lite to a 
cloud-based admin for managing multiple 
sites, just upgrade to Incedo Cloud without 
any hassle. All system management options are 
interchangeable, with minimal effort and cost.  
All your existing data from Lite migrates 
seamlessly. Incedo. Let’s move. Together.

Thinking about the 
future?  
Incedo will move 
with you, providing 
upgrades of system 
software and 
hardware, based on 
your needs 
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ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
Digital and Access Solutions EMEA
Dukes Court
Duke Street
Woking GU21 5BH
UK
campaigns.assaabloyopeningsolutions.eu/incedo-business

The ASSA ABLOY Group is the global leader  
in access solutions. Every day, we help billions  
of people experience a more open world.

ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions leads  
the development within door openings  
and products for access solutions in  
homes, businesses and institutions. Our offering 
includes doors, door and window hardware, locks, 
access control and service.
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For further information please contact the relevant person below within the regions Incedo is launching:
UK- Andy Bray, Andrew.bray@assaabloy.com
Netherlands - Marcel Borsboom, marcel.Borsboom@assaabloy.com
Belgium – Richard Leyland richard.Leyland@assaabloy.com
Czech - incedosales@assaabloy.cz
Poland - incedosales@assaabloy.pl
Adria - incedoprodaja@assaabloy.hr
Romania - incedosales@assaabloy.ro
France –https://www.assaabloyopeningsolutions.fr


